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Guest Speakers Introductions
• 15 years of cybersecurity and privacy experience in
financial services
• Previous roles include incident response, privacy
operations, and cybersecurity strategy
• Holds an MBA and industry certifications including the
CISSP, CIPP/US, GCCC, GCTI and GSTRT

Justin Ellerman
SVP, Cyber Client Office Group,
Information and Cyber Security
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Agenda
• Fraud statistics
• Current fraud threat landscape
• Payments fraud targets
• Business Email Compromise
• Account Takeover
• What is spearfishing?
• Phishing email trends
• How to spot phishing emails
• Phishing prevention best practices
• Ransomware trends
• Cybersecurity lessons learned
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Payment fraud continues to be a significant business risk
It only takes one incident for your organization to be compromised

2021 fraud statistics
Companies of all sizes are at risk

71%

66%

annual revenue less than $1B

of organizations faced
attempted or actual
payments fraud

75%

annual revenue at least $1B

What are you doing to reduce your exposure?
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Source: Association for Financial Professionals, 2022 AFP Payments Fraud and Control Report

Current threat landscape

Key fraud threats impacting Wholesale customer-facing digital channels

B
E
C

Business Email Compromise (BEC)

A
T
O

Online Account Takeover (ATO)

BEC is where a fraudster impersonates a vendor, company executive,
or another trusted trading partner — ultimately tricking you into making
the payment to them.

Thieves gain access to make unauthorized transactions, including transferring funds,
creating and adding fake employees to payroll, and stealing sensitive customer
information.

Phishing

Phishing

Phishing is the fraudulent attempt to obtain sensitive information, such as
usernames, passwords, and account details, typically through an email, text
message, or even a phone call.
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New threats in
the world of fraud

Threat landscape: By the numbers
$10.5 trillion

Projected yearly global
cybersecurity damages by 2025

$5.01 million

Average cost of successful
BEC breach

5%

Drop in stock
price six months
after data
breach
disclosure

Sources:
• Cybercrime To Cost The World $10.5 Trillion Annually by 2025, Cybercrime Magazine
• 2021 IBM Cost of Data Breach Report, IBM and Ponemon Institute LLC
• Must-Know Phishing Statistics: Updated 2022, Tessian.
• Cisco’s 2021 Cybersecurity Threat Trend Report, Cisco

$4.24 million

81%

Data breaches
leveraging stolen
or weak
passwords

Avg. cost of a data breach in 2021
(38% due to lost business)

$180

Cost per breached
customer record

9 of 10

Breaches used phishing
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Are your payments a target for fraud?
Organizations that experienced fraud in 2021 by payment type
ACH credits
24%
Corporate/Commercial credit cards
26%
Wire transfers
32%
ACH debits
37%
Checks
66%
Source: Association for Financial Professionals, 2022 AFP® Payments Fraud and Control Report
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Departments most vulnerable to BEC fraud
Percentage of organizations impacted by department type

AR, HR, and
Procurement
5%
C-Suite | 7%

Treasury | 15%

AP | 58%
Source: Association for Financial Professionals, 2022 AFP® Payments Fraud and Control Report

Accounts Payable departments
were reported
as the most targeted area
for BEC
Common BEC subject lines:
1. Urgent
2. Request
3. Important
4. Payment
5. Attention
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Steps to help protect against BEC fraud

Verify the request
•

•
•

Watch for red flags, especially
if a request
seems out of the ordinary
Verbally verify and confirm
the request
Only use the contact
information on file

Implement dual custody
•

Serves as a second chance to
identify potential fraud

•

Verify changes and pay
attention to the details

•

Confirm changes are verified
before approving payment

Monitor accounts
•

Reconcile bank accounts daily
and pay close attention to
account activity

•

Protect your email account
and login credentials
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How do the fraud prevention steps covered in the previous slide
compare to your own internal processes?
A. Identical – we are doing all of
them

B. We are using most of them

C. We need to improve, or we could
use some help in this area

Account takeover
Fraudster steals confidential information to access online accounts directly

• Fraudster typically leverages Social
Engineering and Malware to execute an
account takeover incident
• Social Engineering, such as phishing,
manipulates you into divulging confidential
information
• Malware is malicious software installed on
your computer without your consent or
knowledge
• Malware allows a fraudster to access accounts
and send unauthorized payments
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Steps to help protect against ATO fraud
Best practices

Implement dual custody

• Don’t share online banking credentials

• Requires two users, on different devices,
to initiate and approve online payments,
payment instruction changes and
administrative changes

• Don’t click on links or download programs
or attachments in emails or text messages, unless
they’re from a trusted sender
• Be wary of unsolicited phone calls concerning
unreported system issues. Immediately contact
your Wells Fargo bank representative
• Use notification and alert services to receive text
or email notifications regarding electronic debits
from your accounts

• Verify payment changes with requestor before
initiating a request
• Review payment details, and note changes
from the information you have on file
• Confirm any changes are verified before
approving a payment – Approvers must verify
both the payment and payment instructions
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Steps your organization can use to help mitigate the risk
Verbally authenticate
all requests

Vendor/trading
partner awareness

• Requests for payment and
payment instruction changes

• Educate your vendors and
trading partners—they are
targets for fraud, too

• Alert management and supply
chain personnel to
the threat

• Define a process for them to
communicate payment and
account changes

• Instruct all staff, especially
AP staff, to question unusual
payment or account requests
received by email — even from
executives

• Use contact information on file
to verify; never use contact
information provided in the
request

Educate your
entire staff

• Review processes
and retrain your employees
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Spear-phishing
What is it?

What can you do about it?

• A targeted, custom form of phishing and one of the most effective techniques to
break security

Remove corporate email from
LinkedIn and social networks

How does it work?
• Uses emails that appear to be from an individual or business that you know
• Often based on research using social media
– Who do you work with or for?
– What do you do?
– Who are your friends?

Be vague about what you do
Watch for spoofed email — look
at the email address not only
the displayed name

What do attackers want?
• Get information, such as account login
• Install malicious software (malware)
• Complete fraudulent wire transfers
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What does spear-phishing look like?

1. The sender’s email
address uses an illegitimate
domain name.
‒ Check the spelling of
names or be wary emails
ending in .co

2. The email was sent as High
Importance to create a sense of
urgency to quickly complete the
request without questioning the
legitimacy of the request/email.

3. Have IT teams enable
Report Phishing email addon to easily report
potential phishing emails
and to engage IT teams.
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BEC and Phishing prevention best practices
As cybersecurity threats compound the complexities of financial crime, organizations need a holistic view of the
evolving fraud landscape.

Deliver frequent user
awareness training and
testing of the latest
phishing email scams
and how to report
them. Target privileged
users more frequently.

Employees are the
weakest link in the
security chain, and they
are bound to fall for
phishing emails. Email
filtering and scanning
tools help block
malicious emails from
getting to inboxes.

User Awareness training
is essential

Deploy email filtering
and monitoring tools

C-Suite must create a
culture to encourage a
vigilant mindset and
welcome questioning
suspicious behavior.

Malicious actors are
continuously looking for
new ways to monetize
their efforts. Stay on top
of the latest methods to
train your staff of
evolving threats.

Cyber attacks are now a
matter of WHEN, not IF.
Create an Incident
Response Playbook for
who is responsible for
what actions during a
breach. Also, practice
various exercises
frequently.

Foster a security
minded culture

Stay up to date on latest
trends, tactics and
techniques

Be prepared for when a
breach does occur
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What is ransomware?
What is it?

Key metrics:

• Malware that scrambles all files on an infected computer with strong
encryption, then requires payment from the victim to recover them

• Average cost of a breach: $4.62
million

• It is a proven effective attack tactic, impacting both individuals and
companies

• $20 billion global impacts in 2021,
projected to rise to $265 billion by
2031

How does it work?
• Multiple distribution channels (Malicious URL’s, Email attachments)
• After the initial infection, ransomware often attempts to spread to shared
storage drives and other accessible systems.

Where are attacks focused?

• In 2021, 37% of all businesses were
hit by ransomware
• 32% of victims pay ransom, but only
65% of data is recovered

• End-user computers
• Servers
• Internet of Things (IOT) devices
Source: 2021 IBM Cost of Data Breach Report, Ransomware Statistics,
Trends and Facts for 2022 and Beyond

High-profile ransomware attacks
Colonial Pipeline (May 2021)

JBS Foods (May 2021)

• Crippled operations, causing fuel shortages
along the East Coast

• Forced to halt operations at
13 meat process plants

• Paid attackers $4.4 million

• Paid attackers $11 million

ISS World (February 2020)

Cognizant (April 2020)

• Estimated cost: $74 million including
regaining control of affected systems and
relaunching critical business systems

• Estimated cost: $50 – $70 million including
legal and consultation fees and data
recovery costs

• Left thousands of employees without access
to systems or email

• Losses in Q2 2020 earnings

Sopra Steria (October 2020)
• Estimated impact to operating
margin: €40 – €50 million
• Attack leveraged a new version of
Ryuk ransomware

Anatomy of a ransomware attack
Common ransomware strategy:
In the future, expect quadruple extortion threats to
entice ransom payments :

Victim clicks
link in email

• Data encryption
• Data leakage

Malware causes
unauthorized
system access

• DDOS for non-payers
• Contacting impacted customers

Bad actor explores
system for weaknesses
and
high value targets
Bad actor
executes attack
Victim’s data is
encrypted until
ransom is paid
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Top safeguards against ransomware

Web content
filtering

Backup,
backup,
backup

Proxy and
email

Vulnerability
patching

User
awareness
training

Incident
playbook
creation and
testing
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Lessons from the front lines
Cyber Posture

Security Training

Supply Chain

• Asset protection: Focus
on protecting the risk
sensitive assets at the
heart of your
organization’s mission
• Risk management: Be
proactive with
implementing controls to
manage applicable risks
• Vigilant: Develop the
capacity to detect
patterns of behavior that
may indicate, or even
predict, compromise of
critical assets. Embrace
perpetual resilience

• Frequency: Deliver short
topic specific trainings
multiple times a year to
keep security at the top
of mind while integrating
emerging threats
• Phishing: Deploy regular
phishing tests while
targeting privileged users
and past offenders

• Analyze your
organization’s supply
chain for scope and scale
of risks
• Understand complexity of
third-party relationships

• Engagement: Focus on
the employees' role for
protecting assets
• Reporting incidents:
Teach employees how to
identify and report a
potential incident

• Audit unapproved
‘shadow IT”
infrastructure and
remove outdated or
redundant systems
• Speak to suppliers’ CISOs
during purchase
negotiations to assess the
vendor’s security posture

Cyber Hygiene
• Security policies: Update
and remind all employees
of security policies
• Availability: Ensure
adequate capacity for
remote connections to
perform critical roles
• Vulnerability
management: Install
software updates
regularly to ensure
patches are up to date
• Access management:
Ensure resources only
have access to data on a
need-to-know basis
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Audience poll
How often does your organization provide
information security awareness training?

A. Quarterly
B.

Twice a year

C.

Annually

D. What is information security
awareness training?

Q&A
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